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MIX CONFLICT ANDAIGUiTY AMONG. SCHOOL DISTRICT EVALUATION UNIT HEADS1

This.exploratory study seeks to eXplain variation in conflict and am-

biguity amongaL national.sample of directors of school diitrict research and

evaluation units. The approach developed argues that variation in evalua-

tion unit directors' role conflict and ambiguity is.a function, of both school

.district and evaluation unit chaftcteristics since both sets of organizational

features influence,the social context Withirviihich the director functions.

School district research and evaluation unit heads face complex admini-

irative problems. :Their.
organilations are:typically, both new and small

.

(Lyon, Doscher, McGpadahan, & Williams, .1978). The resources they have

available, in,part because of their newness and size (which makes competi-
.

,

tion with oth, r units difficult), are scarce. At the same time, the demands

placed upon t em by POwerful persons
and:organizations in their school district

and4elsewhere are extensive and growing. Federal, state, county, and other

.

school units increasingly require inforMation from school diitricts concern-

ing the effectiveness of program functioning in specified ar .2 Moreover,

e. since the field of evaluation research has emerged recently, he background

and training of unit directors*iis -frequently in other areas. Thi mbina,

tion--minimal ,16 training, increasing service demand, and inadequate resources
,

provideall tf3e ingredients .necessary for deep-seated role
conflict and am-

biguity.

Increa ingly, organizational 'theorists are recognizing the significance

of enviro menial f tors on organizations. Perrow (1979) has referred to

this em hasiis as a "new wave-gathering force." Theorists in the fields of

conti den resource ,dependence, ecology, political :'economy, and open



systems (Hall, 1977; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Al

Katz & Kahn,1966) all emphasize in one form or

environment'on the focal organization. Thts f

"tant to the understanding of leader behavior i.

1979; Zald, 1969;

the impact of the

rticularly impor-

ted bound
k
y-span-

ch and -evaluation

ers experience high

Green, 1972; Adams,

ning or§an zatio s (Aldrich,& Herkeh, 1977) suth-a.

units., The research evidence suggests, that boundary p

,levels of role conflict (Organ, 1971 and 1976; Organ

1976; Miles, 1976). The evidence is less concluSive;
oo

ship between bounaary-spanning and role ambiguity.

arding the relation-.

most systematic

study of ambiguity is that of March and Olsen (1976). March' and his col''=

leagues not only view ambiguity as closely linked to the choice .process'64%

in addition, assert that it is endemic to public and educational organize-

tions (Cohen & March, 1976). In a recent review, of role conflict research

Whetten (1970, observed that."... what is significant about the literature

on boundary spanning is the noticeable lack of interest imsystematically,

exploring the sources of role conflict." With the exception of the March_and

Olsen study, the,same could be said about research on role ambiluity.3

APPROACH AND HYPOTHESES

"r>

Although role conflict and ambiguity are related (see Kahn,et

1964), they are not identical. Conflict comes from the quality and quantity

of demands placed on persons while ambiguity refers simply to perceived un

certainty. The relationship between these variables is largely unexplored.

° March and Olsen (1976)Claim that "individuals find themselves in a more



complex, less stable; and less undtrstood world than that described by

---standard-theories of organizational_choice; they are plaCe in, a world

over which they often have only modest control" (p. 21). biguity in

educational organizations especially among leaders in this type of-social

system, is the, name of the game. As for role'bonflict the p eer empiri-

,

cal study of the phenomenon by Gross; Mason, and-McEachern (1958) was of

school principals. .Given the newness and instability of school evaluation

units both Phenomena should be extant in our sample.

Contrary to .the s'tandard portrait .of schools as unsuccessful organi-

zations, Meyer (1977)< pictures theM as ighly successful, because they have

survived and even substantially expa ded their resource base. The basis

for their success is their confo' ty to society's institutionalized rules

and the fact that they have become "relatively decoupled from the technical

work of instruction. Unlike business firms which carefully control their

technical structures, sZ ools leave the actual instructional tasks rela-.

tively unevaluated and uncontrolled.. Since evaluation units may be tech-

nically, responsible both for student testing and for reviewing instructional

peograms, we might expect that evaluation unit director's face far more

conflict and ambiguity than their counterparts in business firms.. Their

work is actually or potentially related to the schools most fundamental

tasks.
t.

4

Our approach emphasizes the preeminent affect of context or struc

on the Organizational subunit and thence on role conflict 06d ambIguity.

Three school district variables influence the context within which evaluation

..

units ctio : formalization, size, and heterogeneity. Each of the vari-

ables affect heirextent of interest group pressures likely to be experienced'

by the unit director.



"Formalization" refers to rules; its opposite is anomie. The more

-.

regulated the district organization the greater the urlit's administrative

control over uncertainty. The more formalized the_organization, the more

protected the unit bead' feels (Gouldner, 1954; Miles & Perreault, 1976)

and the le§p likely he/she experiences role conflict. Both district size an

heterogeneity influence diversity of interest groups in the district.
.fe

Kahn et al' (1964) note that persons irk positions, that link units

are more likely to be subjected 'to conflicting requtrements and pressures

because they interact with persons who have competing Oals and standards.

Iiowever, formalization should relieve some of this conflict insofar as

rules closely specify task and goal responsibilities. Size and hetero-

geneity affect a district's political capabilities and its ability to

capture resources from the society. While, on one hand, large size and

heterogeneity demand respect and hence enable districts to command greater .c

amounts of resources, on the other hand, they imply. more competing interest

groups; the greater the diversity of interest groups in a school district,

the more likely there will be conflict among them. Hypothetically, inter-

,

,est group conflict in tilt school district should lead to role conflict

and ambiguity among evaluation unit heads.

The unit variables.of concern are history and; resource. availability.

The former was measured here by length of time the unit has existed:

Pfeffer (1979) suggests that survival is the ultimate test of organiza-
,

tional effectiveness and history is inextricably linked to that concept.

The latter variable was here measured specifically .by budget and number

of staff'personnel. History.and unit resources are substantially deter-
,

mined by decisions external to the focal unit. _Pfeffer also proposed that

'1



.;\

persons have less effect on organizations than the institutional context,

because selection processes ensure homo§eneity among 'leaders. Leaders -

are seen as,havinrlittle discretion, anyway; the major impact on outcomes

stems from resource availability and, -in school districts in particular,

--this is generally outside the unit head's control (Leiberson and O'Connor,-

1972). Si a unit d4eqpr's uncertainty mainly revolves around resources,

we might have anticipated.that.unit variables would have a greater impact

`N,
on ambiguity than on conflict.

,,

' Conflict

I

"Roles" are generally defined as sets of expectations about behavior

associated with organizational' positions. Role conflict takes place when

'the.occupant'of a position, encounters inconsistent' demands andexpectations.

Four types of role conflict have been identified by Rizzo, House,' and

Li rtzman (1970):

"1. Conflict between the focal person's internal standards

or values and the defined role behavior... 2. .Conflict

between, the time, resources, or capabilities of the fqcal'

person and defined rol;behavior... 3. Conflict between

several roles for the same person which require different

' incompatible, behaviors... 4: Conflicting-expectations and

organizational demands in the form of incompatible policies,

conflicting recludsts from others, and incompatible standards

of evaluation.

Rizzo, House, affd Lirtiman developed the factorially identifiable and

inddpendent measures, of role Conflict and ambiguity that we adapted for

use in the present; roject, Six items with the highest factor loadings

were selected from their larger set. The items, listed with percent

agreement in our sample, were as follows:



% Agree or

-Items Strongly Agree

1)I recede assignments withbut the manpower to

complete them. 65

I work under incompatible'policies and

guidelines.

I have buck a rule or policy-in order to

carry out-an assignment.

I. receive assignments without adequate resources
and materials to execute them.

I have to do things that should be done

differently. s

,

I/receive incompatible requests from two or more

people.

21'

20'

51

53

27

Itshould be noted that over fifty percent of the respondents selected

the high role conflict response in three of ttfe six-item. Two of these

th"ree were concerned with inadequate resources.

Ambiguity

"Role ambiguity" refers to the situation that takes place when the

occupant of a position.racks the appropriate role-related information. 'This

occurs when the position is not clearly defined or when access-to needed

informatidn is impeded (for example, because of the occupant's inexperi'ence

orlecause"of the newness of the position in the organization). Specifi-

cally then, ambiguity refers to the degree of -felt certainty regarding

-- one's duties, authority, allocation of time, and goals. To measure ambit

guity a five items with the highest factor loadings were selected from

the Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman set. the items listed with percent dghement

in our sample were, as follows:

9



% Disagree or

Items Strongly. Disagree

I feel certain about 'how mu authority I have. 18 .

.J a

I Kaye clear, planned goals and objectives for

my job. .
? 12

4

I know that I have divided my time properly. 30

.1 know what,my responsibilities are
10

I know exactly what is expected of me. 20

Wis apparent from-the above thdt role ambiguity was less common among

directors than was conflict. The large proportion of the sample reported

little ambiguity. Although we lacked comparative data, these findings would

seem to contradict March and Olsen's claim regarding the pervasivenesv,of

agbiguity. Consistent with Rizzo" House, and Lirtznan, we found a signifi-

cant negative correlation between role conflict and ambiguity. (r=-.19

p<,001. See Table I.), It may be' that conflict produces expectational

clariiy. That'is-r-the harder one must work and the more corners must be cut

to get the work done the less uncertain one it (or has time to be) -about

one's job.

The respondents were selected through a two-stage'process. First,

letters were sent to all 750 school' superintendents in districts with

10,000 or more students andrto-a 50% sample of the 573 school districts

with 5,000-9,999 students.' All of the larger distriOs'and 81% of the

smaller ones responded indicating whether or not their district had an

evaluation unit. Next, in spring, 1978 a questionnaire was sent to all

336 large school districts (10,000 or more ttudents) and to the 74 smaller

ones identified as having evaluation units. A total of 263 unit heads

(or 64.1%) returned the schedule.

10

.



The evaluation unit heads were, typically,highly experienced and

-professIonally-trained.individbals -Sixty-five percent_held_the doctorate,

most usually in administration elementary or secondary education, statis--

tics, or educational or general psychology. Almost three out of ten had

been school principals and over half.were once elementary' or secondary

school teachers. Very few (14.4%) had had any formal course. work in,

evaluation. Nosignificant relationship:was found betwierh taking such

courses'and role conflict or ambiguity.

One important function of school district evaluation and research

./

units is to provide information of value to school administrators. Most

of these units report directly to the'superintendent or through one inter-

mediary. The job involves monitoring school programs.indirectlyandem-

.

phasizes testing. student achievement.

School District Variables.

Three) variables were 'used: formalization, size, and heterdgeneity.

Rage and Aiken (1970) and Hall (1977) 'define formalization as the rules and

procedures organizations establish to handle contingencies. All 'unit

healOs were asked to report the extent' tdtzlibh there were written., school

board policies.in'six.areas: student conduct in classrooms, introduction
4

of instructional.innovations, type of curricular material to be used,'

student conduct on school grounds, instructional methods teachers use,

and criteria used in avalu'ating student learning. This was consisteht'

with Pugh et al.'s (1968) definition of formalization as "the extent to

which rules,, procedures, instructions, and communications are written."

A factor analysis of the scale resulted, in one factor (unnamed) that

explained 39 percent of the variance of the items. Average item-item



correlation was .26. Cronbach's (1951) Alpha was .68, indicating repli-

cabititk and reliability.4

School districts were classified by size into four groups: metropoli-

tan districts (enrollment, 45,000 or more); large districts (enrollment;

25,000-44,999); medium districts (enrollment, 10,000-24,999); and small

districts- (enrollment, 5,000-9,999). Existence of an evaluation ytit was

positively related to size, (Districts under'5,000 students were exclUded,

from the study.)

"Heterogeneity" referred mainly to the ethnic-racial student mix in

the, district. The measure selected was percent of students eligible for

the nationwide free-lunch program. Ai Table 1 shows, this measure corre-

lated significantly with percent White, percent Black percent Hispanic.,

and percent students. scoring in the bottom.quartile..

b
TABLE 1

Correlations Among Indicators of District Heterogeneity go-

Percent
Black

Percent
Hispanic

Bottom Quartile
Students .*

Percent.
Free Lunch

Percent White -.77** -.47** -.63** -.76**

Percent Black -.12** .56** .69**

Percent Hispanic .27** .25**

Hoitom Quartile
Students

.66** i

* p < .05

** p < .001

Tests of significance are two-tailed.

ra
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Blau (1977) efines heterogeneity as "the lis't(tribu-tion of a population

among groups . in. 't rms of a nominal parameter" kt1), 9/ %..\
.-
tle lists thi rteen

I .

. .

nominal paramete. sex, race, religion, etN oftiii _et ion, Clan, occupa-

tion, place of wcirk, place of residence, inderfkilr, (Jri tat Status, political
,

.affil)aitiOn, ,'national origin, and langdage. 4(\ie,9rPtkitr the number of. groups
. .., / \

and the more evenly a population is diyided dAfiltilly en, the.greatett the

Mete rogene i ty,, The free-1 unth program i s ba.4N tIrle-Nfii ingoess to part; ci pate4.

11

Using this measur as a heterogeneity index p),Nhwy filaiximized the ethnic-. . .

. 4

mix as well as the Mix.'on marital statAo,ot io,r-sal origin, and

language. On the other 'hand, it may wellbeo,' Ated with economic homo
,

geneity.. Unfortunately; data was avai l able. A 0K-.-\'Nerfrib- the association

of-the index with each of these variables.

'Evaluation Unit Variables
- 1 !

"History" 'referred to the length of tiny wet existence.

Asanticipated, most were new Organizations, / \ r;'\_t,:, ne-,third (35%) were

five :years or,less while 62% were ten yeo14! of
or under. Only aboUt

one- seventh of the units (14%) had been in e)( koits fifteen years or

longer.

Two indexes of resources were used. -M

14

)r ),e5_ources were measured,.

.1`

by the unit's percentage. of the_ school di sttiNt' ft" ar,Y!-budget.. geg-

eral, the larger the unit's; percent of the bu ,he grrator:the amount

of slack resources (defined by. Vert & March 7\11196° as thei"frifs ference be-

tween'existing resources and activated demaiNiflAersohne1 resources were

determined by the number of full-time staff ilOw unit; In Z3 units only

part-time staff were employed; in 108 thereN, off 3:_Zy one flAti-time employee;



and 81 .units ranged in size from 2-5 .full time person. The largest unit
N

reported 90 staff members. It may t asskimed that the larger the staff

tthe greater the personnel resources and tine for slack.

ROUlT5

In Table 2 the means, standard deviations, N's, and intercorrelations

are presented for the principal orighle% used in the study. The findings

show that the three district variables were significantly-related both to

ambiguity and conflict while the unit .variables correlated with ambiguity

buttnot conflict.

Evaluation unit variables %%0' histhry, )(Jdget, and staff size, A

,slight negative correlation was found between history and ambiguity, The

longer the unit was in existence, th%. less antiguity was experienced by

the director.' A modest relation h1 was found' between the two resource-

indexes and ambiguity. Budget and stafT avdilability, which not surpri

.

,si ly were Positively' correlated with °he
*other, generate increased

demands on the director. In Mare' 411d Olsen's (1976) terms, slack provides

solutions for,problems and sufficieht .P4&c-ipants for each and every

choice, The greater the unit's y13Ck resources, the more problems for

the director and henee the greater his/her uncertainty as to how to resolve

them.

No significant relationship0 were found between the three unit vari-

ables and role conflict. Two opposing hypotheses were possible; that

new units would produce more role conflict than sold ones in that the former,*

being less 'institutionalized, WoOld be,los able to reconcile incompatibTe



TABLE 2

41, 400

Means, Standard Deviations, N's, and Correlations of Dependent and ittOindent Variables

u

'Standard .

fU EU District Dtstrict District

Variable N: Mean Deviation Ambiguity History Blidget. Staff Size Formallation Heterogeneity

Conflict . 263 2.23 .69 -.19*** -.004 -;03 , .07 .16*** -.08* .12**

fimbiguity 263 2.96 .47 -.07* J9*** '.16** .03 .10** .13**

.History 249 68.33 10:36
4M OM ,16** -.10** -.16** -.01 -.08*

EU Budget .223 33.83 42.68
M M .4%, N .31*** .007 -.04 06

1U Staff 262 4.77 9.94
0 0 mM .44*** -.03 .25***

"' district
263 2.51 .99 --

size

'istrict
263 1.95 .42

Formalization

District
225 24.74 19.79

Heterogeneity

* P <

OM

faM
v-1

50

. .002

moo

* p .05

* * p < :001

Tests of significance 2-tailed

.



demands.and pressures; or, alternatively, that old units would experience

greater role conflict sin they hadvhad more time to become known, would

'thereby generate more demands from externAunits, and hence, experience

greater pressures than new units. However, neither history nor slack

engendered inconsistent demands and expectation for the director. It'

I might have been anticipated that slack would incirease the director's

role conflict since demands increase when more resources are available,

that, insofar as these demands outrun resources, conflict results. This

model suggests that the relationship between hhd conflict is curvi-

linear.

The bivariate relationships between school istrict characteristics_

and .the dependent variable's were,: with one excep ion, statcstically signi-

District size was related to role conflict but-not to ambiguity..

Kahn et al (1964) also found .a significant corre ation between size and

role conflict. Size has been related to structural elaboration (Meyer,

'1972) and to subgoal development (Dearborn and Simon, 1958), both/indexes

of. differentiation. .Differentiation creates a lack of consensus which
\.3

generates role conflict r the administrator.

Formalization bo a negative relationship to'rple onflict which may

mean,that rules act as intended in regulating.expecta ions and enhancing

consensus. However,' formalization bore a positiv relationship to ambi-

guity. That is, the more rules, the greater-t director's uncertainty--

obviously not the intend function of rulAs It may be that large numbers

*of rules and policies are so cumbersome and complex that they induce uncer-

tainty among heads of units.

-13 1



Heterogeneity was the final context variable. Not surprisingly, it

was significantly correlated.with district size.' This was reassuring' since

large metropolitan distri should be the mps. diverAe and small ones least

diverse. Heterogeneity wa positively related to role,conflict. This find-

ing supports Thompson's (1960); theory which asserted that. heterogeneity of

organization membery generates role diversity which, in turn, causes organ-

izational conflict. Organizations with heterogeneous populations develop

numerous "latent roles" which present complex management'problemS: The

same. finding would be Predicted by political economy and re4ource deperi-

dence theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978;.and Zald, 1969). the greater the

heterogeneity of the district, the more diverse and'ex nsive are competing

groups. The more there are of such groups, all seekin to assert their

interests, the more conflict' experienced by thd unit .head.- His/her task

is complicated under such circumstances as he/she seeks td reconcile demands

for informition from teachers, community groups, paren4iirogram directors,

the school board,jprincipals,
administrators, and, in the case of desegre.7

gation, the courts. Heterogeneity was also'positively correlated with

ambiguity. One explanation is,that heterogeneity leads to increased needs

for information input' and for distribution of'output. The greater thedistribution

iumber of such demands the less certain the director is regarding duties,

athority, time allocation, and.objectives. Hence, the greater the felt

ambiguity.

The regression analyses'were designed to tell us bow much of the

variance in conflict and ambiguity the complete set of independent vari-

ables explained. The regression equation used took the following baiic

form:



Conflict = a +`.b1 (School District Variables) + b2 (Unit Variables) + Ambi-
.

guity ,+ Error. -

The indeperident variables were regressed in stepwise fashion; first,

on conflict and then on ambiguity: The district variables Wereintered

first since presumabl; they were.less controllable by the directors than

lithe unit variables. Tables 3 and 4 present the main findings. The

multiple R for the-equations ranged from .18 to -.35 indicating that the .

fr

independent variables accounted for only about 3% to 12% df the variance

in conflict and ambiguitiy. Obviously, this was not a great deal. The

more conservative adjusted R
2 measures which consider the number of vari-

ables in"-the equation reduced this-amount further.
a

TABLE 3

Regression of. School Di-strict and Evaluation Unit

Variables.on Role Ambiguity

Uristandardized $tinda tlized
Independent Regression . Standard egression
Variable Coefficient Error

ar
Coefficient

Heterogeneity ".306

Size - .233

'Formal ization .158,

History -.308

EU Budget
1 .155

'EU Staff .454

Conflict -.128

(Constant) 3 05,I

.001 .132

..038 -.051

. 078 .144

/.003 -.065

. 0008 .146

.003 .105 ,''''t'..,

.048 -..192

Multiple R
R Square

.Adjusted R Sq



TABLE 4

Regression "f School District'and Evaluation Unit

Variables on Role,.con.flict

Unstandardized ,

Independent Regression
,

Variable/,) Coefficient
,.

Heterogeneity .366

Size .138

. Formal i zati on -.148
.

'. History .143

EU Budget .161

EU Staff .948.

Ambiguity -.293

(Constant) '2.888

Mul ti pl e' R .337

R Square .113

Adjusted R Square .078

'Standard ,

-Error

Standardized-
Regression
Coefficient

.002 1 .;105

.057 .200

120 -.090

.005 , . .020 -.

.051,
.,.-,

,.0001 ..

.005 ..014-

.111 -.194

4

To summarize this section and the results thus far, we anticipated"

that a selected set of school district variables and evaluatton unit var7,, +'"'
. .

iables would explain role -conflict,and abiguity among unit directors Intl'

fact, we were able to explain only a small pOrtion of the variance. We:.

turned, next, to the Problem of organizational influericei on the use of

evaluation -information. The main questfon we sought to 4nsWer in this.

section was: Is,Ithere a relationship between the reported users of valu-

ation data and role conflict and ambiguity among*uhi't heads?.

Conflict, Ambiguity, and Use of. Evaluation Data.

Lyon, Doscher, and McGranahan -(1978) provide extensive information

on what evaluation unit heads do. They found that 95% of the. uniiiirectors
$



. . --------)
.

ranked student achievement
f-
as one of their most time-consuming activities.

Seventy-four percent ranked it as the Tosi time-consuming. Seventy-fiVe

percent of the directors claimed that testing was the major data Collection .

.
.. ../

method. Moreover, most unit heads reported that. almost half their time,
.

46%, was spent. on 'early :childhood and elementary education. The authors

of the report conclude&that the survey and fieldwork confirm the

continuing dominance of testing in all' activities of evaluation offices..."

(1978, p. 100).

David's (1978) inten ve field study of school distri t use of Title I

evaluations found that they H... do not primarily serve ei her as a means

of judging the program or as a guide to,program impeovement." (p. V). This

was so for three reasonsc. -(1) Most programi were stable. Only minor

changes. took place anyway-. (2) Typically, evaluation results' were received

too late to be useful; and13) other factors, such as political demands,

played a kele ii program change. If these'findings hold up when repli-

cated,then. we must assume that these units mainly meet reporting require-

ments and do'not play a significant part in program change. This may be

because there isn't a great deal of program change other than that which

comes about as a result of externally-imposed legislation.

Respondents were asked-to identify thd major users of their units'

reports. It was -found that the consistent users were progeani directors

(62%), supdrintendenti (60) , central office staff (58%), and principali.

(52%). Only one-third tvported teachers as consistent users. This`was

about the same percentage reporting federal and state agencies as liters.

It was evident that the units service mainly the school administration.

As able 5 demonstrates, role' conflict was negatively correlated with

service use by .superintendents and principals; that is,
those who did not



report these parties as consisteritrilsers were most' likely to experience

high conflict. Thisysullests that the closer the service ties between the

evaluation unit head and the school superintendent and principals, the

le'ss conflict was experienced. In other words, the way unit heads reduced

'stress was by accommodating to those who held line authority over them.

4

TABLE 5

District Use of Evaluation Unit Data and

Role Conflict and Ainbiguity

4 ,---/
Reported Consistent. User Role Conflict Role Ambiguity

Superintendent

Principals

Board members,

Parents or local citizen groups

-.20

-.18

(1)=.02)

(p=.03)

.19

.12

.19

(0.021

(p=.10)

(p=.001)

'Teachers

Central office staff

Federal agencies

, State agencies ,

Program Director

(p =.007)

7.15 (p ..04)

.10 (p=.003)

.13 (p=.11)

A different pattern was found for ambiguity. Unit heads mith.high'

ambiguity were more,lfkely to report superintendents, principals,'program

.
vO'

directors, board members, and federal agencies as consistent. users Of their

services, and less likely to report .teachers and central office personnel

as users, It appears that the greater the range of perceived use of evalu-

Lation !services, the more the felt ambiguity. Any type of administrative

contact can generate uncertainty, but contact with those highly placed in

the organization (such as superintendents, principals, ,board members) was



assoaiated)Nith high ambiguity while contact with lower level roles

114,

(teachers, program directors) was associated with low aMbituity.

Ambiguity occursmhen shared role specifications are incomplete--the

officeholder is unsure what is desired or how to. behave. Unit direc A.

felt most uncertain when consistent users were'principals; superintendents,

board members, program direCtors, and iederal agencies. Perhaps this was

because' these officials not only have organizational clout, abut also have

little confidence in the test data th evaluation units produce. Their

profound lack of confidence in the units' major product was described and

analyzeii by David (1978) who liuoted several officials'4telTing criticisms

of standardized test results:

s."

"How can you evaluate when kids are starting at different

places and developing at different rates? 'Means don't'

mean anything." (Director)

"Individual diagnostic tools provide the b .for my

judgment of program-success;.not the standardized tests."
(Principal) .

"If the standardized test scores are negitive,-it's okay

because everyone buys the argument that'they can be

discredited." N (Administrator)

David (1978) also reported that teachers were critical of testing.

However, unit heads' ambiguity was low.when teachers were consistent users,

probably because they were Iess threatened by teacher criticisms: The TOW

regard of,their superiors understandably carried more weight.

CONCLUSIONS''

Juvenal wrote in his Satires, "But who is to guard the guardians

themselves?" while Plato,Inuch less the realist, stated in the Republic,



"What an absurd idea--a guardian to need a guardian." Evaluation is a'

booming enterprise and evaluation units in school districts are to be

found in many districts 4of substantial size. These units are conceived

by some to be public guardjans,.data collectors, and assessors. This

paper argues that the social resource characteristics of the school

district- -that is, the external context within which evaluation units

function, and the organization of the unit itself--are key sources of

information about them and particularly about the amount of conflict and

ambiguity confronted by the directors. Contrary to expectations, ,chooi

O
district and evaluation unit variables did not expl'S'in much of the variance

in the directors' role conflict and ambiguity. However, ouf findings do

suggest that.evaluation unit heads fill a very difficult position in the

school district and that ,a key source-of their difficulties is that*their

main output is noe highly regarded by their superiors. ,Still4nother

problem stems, from the fact that they have limited contact with the pro-'

grams they evaluate. Th6e two problems are re ated because if they had

better contact with major school programs the would have access to infor-
,

mation which couldsenhance their organizational position and power and

improve the quality of their contribution. The, directors' overall level

of role conflict was' high while their level of role :ambiguity was low.

Since power and ambibuity are highly correlated, this latter finding re-

, flects their low power. It may be that the tasks of the directors are

too well established and not Ambiguous enough. If evaluation units are

to make a difference in school district innovation and functioning, they

must involve themselyes cloiely in classroom activities and related



programs'. Although this'would produce greater uncertainty for the direc-

tors it could also help make their evaluation tasks considerably more

meaningful.
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FOOTNOTES

7

1. Data Collection for this study was undertaken by the Center for the )

Study of Evaluation, UCLA under the direction of Dr. Catherine Lyon.- I ---'

am grateful for her assistance, and for the support, financial and other-

wise, of the Center's staff, particularly Dr. Eva Baker and'Dr. Adrianne

Bank. This project was also partially supported by NIMH (MN-14583). I

am most appreciative of the research assistance of Pamela Tolbert and the -

typing of Andrea Anzalone. John Meyer and Mary Ann Millsap provided many

helpfUl comments on the manuscript.

A few comments on the,history of the 'project will serve as useful

background. In Spring, 1977 a group of UCLA faculty agreed to act as.an

advisory panel for the Ceriter for the study ofEvaluation's GCSE) project

;on the role of evaluation in public school districts, directed by

Dr. Catherine Lyon (Lyon, Doschtr, McGranahan, and Williams, 1978). The

functions of Oils group were two-fold: first, to advise the'directbr re-'

garding her national questionnaire survey of school districts and a set

of planned tase studies ofschool district evaluation units; and second,

to develop papers "that would focus on issues relevant to the research

project." ,(Committee members were O'Shea, Chair, and Williams, School of

Educltion;'O'Reilly, Management; Grusky and Zucker, Soelology. Thii became

the core group although some-other members served for brief periods..of

time The quotation is from the letter of invitation to the author by

the Committee Chair.) The early sessions were devoted to broad discussions

of research strategy and to specific-items that might be included in the

queltionnaire, Adhe bulk of the responsibility and day-to-day work involved

in designing, administering,-and preparing the data from the qiestionnaire

was performed under the supervision of-the Project Director. The contri

butions of the advisory panel were primarily supplementary and supportive.

The plan of the research program was to conduct two types of investigation.

The main source of systematic,data was to be a national survey of school

district evaluation unit heads. The survey was to be supplemented by a

small number of field studies of selected school systemsl The studx re.=

ported here is based only upon the national survey data since field-study

data were unavailable. The questionnaire data themselves, of course,

present several problems. We do not know who actually filled.out the qpes-

tionnaires. Although thehead or each evaluation unit was requested to

do so, someone else may inosome cases have completed the forms. .A second

issue concerns the veracity of the responses. We have way of knowing

how each.respondent perceived the questions, how carefully he/she replied,

or how factually-based were the answers.

2. For example, Stufflebiam, et al. (1971) write:, "As a response to

outside pressures, many school. districts have installed or are now
install-

lng evaluationunits" (p. 268, underlines added).





March and Olsen (1976)- refer to four types of ambiguity: the ambi-

guity of attention, ambiguity of understanding, ambigUity of history,

and the ambiguity of organization.. The ambiguity measure we used .doesn'

begin. to do justice to the richness of this typology.
, .

4. The correlation matrix and, factor loadings' may be obtained. from the

., 'Author upon -request.

___
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